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Abstract
When do international institutions promote economic cooperation among countries?
The World Trade Organization (WTO) is central to the multilateral trade regime and a
benchmark for international dispute resolution. Yet there are few attempts to measure
its eectiveness in restoring trade cooperation.

This paper uses WTO disputes to

examine the impact of domestic politics in the defendant country on compliance with
adverse legal rulings.

I build a novel data set on compliance.

Using the method of

synthetic case control, I estimate the eect of adverse rulings on trade ows between
disputant countries using product-level time-series trade data.

I infer the defendant

complied if trade ows increased after the dispute, relative to estimated levels that
would have occurred in the absence of the ruling.

The estimates show compliance

problems are both widespread and systematically linked to domestic politics. Domestic
political divisionsmeasured by veto playershinder compliance.
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Introduction

The World Trade Organization (WTO) Dispute Settlement Mechanism, created in 1995,
promised a new institutional solution for trade disputes between countries and an advance
in international economic cooperation. Compared to its predecessor, the General Agreement
on Taris and Trade (GATT), the Dispute Settlement Mechanism provides a standardized
process through which lawsuits are conducted, verdicts are delivered, and implementation
is monitored.

Nearly all WTO rulings identify infringements and require the respondent

government modify its policies. Yet only some governments comply readily; others delay for
years or defy the WTO altogether. What explains this variation?
For example, in 1995, the European Union (EU) sued Japan over an alcohol tax that
favored domestic producers and inated the price of comparable foreign products.

Two

years later, the EU sued Korea on nearly the same grounds. In both cases, the WTO ruled
against the respondent governments, ordering them to modify their tax codes. The Korean
government, with its recently consolidated political power, promptly complied. But Japan,
with its domestic partisan discord, did not. Do features of these countries' domestic politics
explain the divergent outcomes?
Many scholars argue that democracy facilitates international economic cooperation (e.g.
Martin 2000; Manseld, Milner, and Rosendor 2002). Institutional divisions of power and
partisan opposition in governmenthallmarks of a functional democracycreate multiple
veto points (Tsebelis, 1995). Multiple veto points narrow the set of international agreements
that can be ratied, since more domestic actors must coordinate and consent to the agreement (Milner and Rosendor, 1997).
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This makes treaties enacted by democracies more

credible commitments about governments' future behavior than those by non-democratic
regimes. Veto players can lock in cooperative policies and make it dicult for governments

1 Some studies, e.g. Manseld, Milner, and Pevehouse (2007), argue that veto players reduce the probability of forming a trade agreement but do not address whether the governments follow through on their
commitments.
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to renege on their international promises.

However, this lock-in mechanism has a second

side. Contrary to a perspective prevalent in the literature, I argue veto players can sometimes
hinder international cooperation.
Democratic leaders can and do break international commitments when the domestic
pressure to do so is acute. For example, a government might grant farmers' request for import
restrictions amid sharply declining wheat prices. Or, faced with a forthcoming election, a
leader might introduce a subsidy that curries favor from key interest groups. Many scholars
argue that institutions that allow leaders to respond to such pressure by temporarily violating
their commitments are more stable (e.g. Staiger and Bagwell 1999; Rosendor and Milner
2001; Bown 2002; Rosendor 2005).

By permitting some violations, exible institutions

allow members to manage temporary economic shocks or political circumstances without
abandoning the institution altogether.
However, just as multiple veto players can lock in international commitments, they can
also lock in violations of those commitments. Once an initial violation occurs, a government
with more veto players is less likely to return to cooperation.

For these cases, exibility

mechanisms may be less successful in generating long-term stability. In WTO disputes, a
losing respondent government with many veto players is less likely to comply with the legal
ruling and correct the initial breach. Dening features of democratic politics can actually
obstruct international cooperation.
I evaluate government compliance with adverse WTO rulings by estimating an approximate causal eect of the rulings on product-level trade ows between the disputing countries.
True causal eects are dicult to identify because they rely on specifying the correct counterfactual (Rubin, 2005). Using the method of synthetic case control (Abadie and Gardeazabal,
2003; Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller, 2010, 2014), I estimate a plausible and precise
counterfactual that represents what product-level trade would have been without the WTO's
legal verdict. It is built from the complainant government's exports of the disputed product

2 And democratic leaders, beholden to voting publics, might be wary about breaking international agreements, lest they generate audience costs (Tomz, 2007; Dai, 2005).
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to other countries not engaged in the dispute. The estimated counterfactual is matched to
the actual trends in trade ows during the years leading up to the dispute. For every dispute, I identify the aected products and examine trade ows of just those products. Then
by comparing actual trade to the estimated counterfactual after the dispute, I determine
whether trade ows in the disputed products increased in relative terms, beyond ordinary
uctuations. Relative deviations in trade reveal the approximate causal eect of an adverse
WTO ruling, with a positive deviation indicating the respondent government complied. I
measure compliance in all 125 WTO disputes between 1995 and 2011 that received an adverse ruling on an import-restricting trade policy. This methodological approach oers an
advance over matchingwhich does not account for temporal trendsand over traditional
regression analysis which would entail many thousands of observations of product-level trade
ows but merely 125 cases subjected to the intervention, an adverse legal ruling.
Using this novel metric, I show compliance patterns at the WTO reect the cross-cutting
impact of democratic politics. Some rulings from the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism
(DSM) generate marked increases in trade indicative of compliance while others have no
detectable eect. The variation is systematically linked to domestic politics. As the number
of veto players in the respondent government increases, compliance with adverse rulings
becomes less likely. Veto players appear to lock in initial violations and obstruct compliance,
even when international pressure to capitulate is substantial. The result is large and robust,
controlling for other potentially confounding factors such as size of the complainant's and
respondents' economies and the extent of the adverse legal ruling.

While prominent and

inuential, the DSM is not insulated from the domestic political controversies that lead to
trade disputes in the rst place.
Complementing the institutional design literature, this paper oers an empirically rigorous appraisal of institutional eects. Some scholars have puzzled over the seemingly insignicant impact of WTO disputes on trade (Chaudoin, Kucik, and Pelc, 2013). Measuring
compliance through bilateral, product-level trade ows, I show there is substantial variation
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in dispute outcomes that is obscured when one examines the compliance record on average. This heterogeneity suggests that international dispute settlement may not be uniformly
eective or ineective. Scholars continue to disagree about the impact of international institutions on cooperation (e.g. Mearsheimer 1994; Goldstein and Martin 2000; Hafner-Burton,
von Stein, and Gartzke 2008; Voeten 2013). Inferential obstacles are partly to blame. When
states appear to complyfor example by removing trade barriersare they doing so in response to their international commitments? Or are they implementing policies they would
have selected anyway?

Because countries voluntarily enter international agreements they

intend to follow, it is little surprise the compliance record

appears to be good (Downs,

Rocke, and Barsoom, 1996; von Stein, 2005). I weigh in on the debate by measuring

de facto

compliance in a precisely dened and particularly revealing domain: WTO disputes with
adverse rulings. Construed this way, my evidence shows that WTO rulings can indeed have
signicant eects.
The following section situates my study in existing literature and describes dispute settlement at the WTO. The third section presents a theory of domestic politics and compliance
with international institutions. Fourth, I discuss obstacles to assessing compliance and my
analytic solution. In the nal sections, I present statistical results and discuss the ndings.
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Cooperation, Compliance, and the WTO

International institutions aim to improve cooperation among countries by solving collective
action problems (e.g. Keohane 1982; Stein 1990). In international trade, countries have a
unilateral incentive to impose trade barriers but a mutual interest in exchanging goods and
services freely.

Trade agreements aim to move from a suboptimal outcome of high trade

barriers to a more ecient one.

Yet international institutions struggle with compliance.

Because they represent voluntary agreements, they have diculty ensuring governments
abide by treaty terms.

Sometimes noncompliance is the result of incomplete information.
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For example, a violation may reect ambiguous or imprecise legal obligations (Chayes and
Chayes, 1993). Other times, governments are aware of obligations but behave opportunistically.

Compliance problems have broad eects.

For example, when governments violate

trade agreements, they undermine the collaborative equilibrium: other states then prefer to
impose trade protection. Noncompliance by a few leads to a worse outcome for many.
States often design international institutions with exibility mechanisms in order to mitigate compliance problems (Abbott and Snidal, 1998; Koremenos, Lipson, and Snidal, 2001;
Carrubba, 2005). By permitting short-term violations under certain circumstances, exibility
mechanisms can enhance long-term compliance if they prevent countries from leaving international agreements (e.g. Staiger and Bagwell 1999; Bown 2002). Dispute settlement mechanisms are institutional features that some scholars believe increase exibility and thereby
improve stability (e.g. Rosendor 2005; Kucik and Reinhardt 2008; Pelc 2009).
Scholars have identied two forms of compliance in the context of international relations
(Simmons, 1998).

First-order compliance is when a state abides by its substantive legal

obligations. In the WTO, a government complies in the rst sense if its trade policy and
practice reect its commitment to low trade barriers.

When a state fails to comply with

treaty terms and a dispute arises, it is often required to correct the violation. Second-order
compliance is when the state adjusts its policy and practice after an initial violation, often
in response to international litigation. A government complies in the second sense if it loses
a dispute and corrects the violation, e.g. removes an illegal trade barrier.
Governments that have been harmed by the actions of another state can use international dispute settlement mechanisms to address their grievances, especially when there are
domestic political benets from doing so (Goldstein and Steinberg 2008; Davis 2012; Allee
and Huth 2006). Domestic politics factors into a government's decision to
It should also inuence a government's

initiate litigation.

response when it is convicted of violating interna-

tional commitments. Many studies focus on dispute initiation; few consider compliance
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ex

post. The research that does largely ignores domestic politics, instead emphasizing important
features of the international system (e.g. Bown 2004a).
The WTO is an ideal venue to examine compliance. First, it is the cornerstone of the
multilateral trade regime. If any international institution is to have a demonstrable eect
on its members' behavior, the WTO is it (Rose, 2004; Goldstein, Rivers, and Tomz, 2007;

3

Subramanian and Wei, 2007).

Second, its Dispute Settlement Mechanism is seen as the

exemplar for international dispute resolution (Hudec, 1999; Busch and Reinhardt, 2000).
With widespread interest among political scientists, lawyers, and economists alike, there is
an implicit assumption that WTO legal verdicts matter. Yet scholars are only beginning to
collect evidence of whether the rulings restore trade. Some nd a large positive eect of WTO
disputes

4

while other recent work nds modest or no discernible trade gains (e.g. Bown and

Ruta (2015); Chaudoin, Kucik, and Pelc (2013)).
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While these studies have made signicant

contributions, they do not account for the diversity in domestic political conditions that
disputant governments face.
The primary objective of the WTO is to promote trade among countries by constraining
the policies of member states.

WTO disputes arise when one government alleges another

has imposed trade barriers that violate treaty terms.

Trade barriers dier in form.

For

example, subsidies lower production costs for domestic industries giving them a competitive
advantage and reducing demand for imported goods.

Taris inate the price of imports,

again improving domestic industry's competitive advantage. Quantitative restrictions place
a limit on the volume of imported products. Regardless of form, these policies limit imports
into the respondent country.

3 Not all studies nd a positive impact on trade and some nd conditional eects, e.g. Gowa and Kim
(2005).

4 Bechtel and Sattler (2015) nd a positive eect using more aggregated data and matching algorithms

which, unlike the synthetic control method used here, do not explicitly account for temporal trends.

5 Bown and Ruta 2015 emphasize the timing and types of violations that prompt WTO disputes Chaudoin,

Kucik, and Pelc 2013 examine total imports into the respondent rather than dyadic import shares.
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The DSM aims to restore trade cooperation. As the WTO itself states, the priority is
for the losing defendant to bring its policy into line with the ruling.

6

This distinguishes the

DSM from other institutions which aim to punish violators, levy nes, etc. Adverse rulings
require the respondent remove trade barriers, prompting an increase in imports.

These

trade ows can be observed and measured, making the WTO an excellent setting to study
compliance.
WTO disputes lend special insight into institutional eectiveness. As Downs, Rocke, and
Barsoom (1996) observed, we do not know what a high compliance rate really implies. Does
it mean that even in the absence of enforcement states will comply with any agreement...or
does it mean that states only make agreements that do not require much enforcement?
(383). Ordinarily, it is problematic to infer that an institution is eective simply because
states comply with its rules (Martin, 2013). But by focusing on situations where states do not
want to cooperate and nevertheless dosecond-order compliancewe
about eectiveness.

This makes WTO disputes revealing.

can draw inferences

By virtue of being sued and

found guilty of violations, we know respondent governments prefer noncompliance. When
the respondent corrects the violations in spite of this preference, we can infer the inuence
of the institution.
Besides the disputants, other states often have a stake in WTO disputes. The respondent's trade policy might harm them in a similar way as it does the complainant. Or the
case may establish standards akin to legal precedent (Pelc, 2014). The DSM allows states
to enter the proceedings as third parties.

Third party governments usually support the

complainant. They may generate international pressure to comply by increasing the publicity of the dispute, monitoring to ensure the ruling is implemented faithfully, and making
enforcement more likely.
WTO disputes have several stages.

The rst is formal negotiation.

disputes have been settled early through bilateral agreements.

6 What is the WTO? Understanding the WTO, available:
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At least 60% of

When early settlement is

http://www.wto.org.

impossible, the dispute moves into litigation. A panel evaluates the case on the merits and
issues a ruling called the panel report. While rulings consist of multiple claims, they usually
require the respondent change some aspect of its trade policy. The vast majority (94%) favor
the complainant on at least one legal claim. The respondent is given a reasonable period of
time to correct the violation. If a respondent fails to make required policy changes before
the deadline, it has not complied.
The WTO has limited enforcement options. If the implementation deadline passes and
the losing respondent fails to take adequate action, the complainant may initiate compliance
proceedings. Complainants can only punish noncompliance after all other legal remedies are
exhausted.

When do governments implement adverse WTO rulings in a timely manner?

When do they fail to comply?

3

A Theory of Domestic Veto Players and Compliance

3.1

Domestic Preferences, Power, and Institutions

Within a country, political actors have divergent preferences over international aairs. Some
prefer trade protection; others trade liberalization. Many interest groups represent importcompeting industries and prefer protectionist policies. Trade liberalization poses a threat to
these groups by expanding imports, increasing competition, and driving down prices of the
goods they produce. Voters sometimes have preferences over trade policy, but compared to
interest groups, their positions are not well-formed or informed (Hiscox, 2006). As consumers,
voters might prefer the availability of lower-cost goods that trade liberalization brings but
they face well-known problems in mobilizing.

Interest groups and voters impose political

pressure on politicians.
Politicians vary in their own inherent preferences as well as in the political pressure they
experience.

Politicians in dierent branches of government experience domestic pressure

in various ways, depending on the composition of their constituencies.
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Legislators often

prefer more protectionist trade policies than prime ministers or presidents do (Lohmann and
O'Halloran, 1994). Legislators respond to local constituencies who benet from protection
for specic industries.
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By contrast, executives, with their broad constituencies, are more

sensitive to the aggregate benets of international trade cooperation.
Exogenous economic and political shocks can change the relative power of dierent interest groups and voters. An economic downturn that acutely harms an industry may lead
groups to pressure their politicians for policies that benet them. Typically, these groups
are highly informed about whether current trade policy is helping or hurting their business.
Subjected to increased pressure from mobilized industry groups, politicians often shift their
preferences. Similarly, political shocks can shift dierent groups' relative power. Political responsiveness often changes for reasons unrelated to trade policy. For example, an upcoming
election can make politicians sensitive to preferences in a key electoral district. Under these
conditions, politicians are more likely to implement trade protection policies that provoke
international disputes.

8

Countries vary in the degree to which political authority is concentrated within government. In governments with substantial divisions in authority, it is harder to change existing
policies because more political actors can block change.

In part, the divisions arise from

domestic political institutions. Checks and balances make policy change dicult. Divisions
also arise from party politics. The partisan composition of the government can make it more
or less dicult to change policies. When the legislature features a relatively strong opposition party or many opposition parties, there are signicant obstacles to policy change. Taken
together, domestic institutional and partisan divisions form

veto points in government. For

example, if one branch of government is held by a rst party and another branch is dominated by a second party, the government has especially divisive domestic politicsmany

7 Export-oriented industries sometimes push policy in the opposite direction (Gilligan, 1997).
8 For example, when the Canadian magazine industry suered unprecedented decline, industry ocials
urged parliament to impose a controversial tax to stave o foreign competition. See: Magazine Industry
Urges Laws to Stem Foreign Competition

The Toronto Star, February 9, 1993.
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veto points. As veto points increase, political authority becomes more fragmented and policy
becomes more dicult to change (Tsebelis, 1995; Henisz, 2000; Tsebelis, 2003).
Veto points determine how responsive governments are to shifts in preferences and power.
When a government has few veto points, only a few political actors must coordinate and it is
relatively easy to change policies. So minor shifts in industry preferences or political power
can have a potent inuence on policy. Conversely, when government has many veto points,
policy change is quite dicult because it requires coordination among many political actors.
Only major shifts in preferences or power can alter policy.

3.2

International Cooperation and Compliance

Domestic veto players constrain governments when they join international agreements. Divisions make it more dicult for a government to join an international agreement because
[m]ultiple veto players...narrow the set of [treaty] proposals that can be domestically ratied (Simmons, 2009, p. 69).

When government becomes more divided, treaties are less

likely to be ratied because there are more domestic actors willing to block the agreement.
Domestic veto players can limit international cooperation in many domains. Because trade
preferences of dierent domestic groups often vary widely, trade agreements are particularly
susceptible to such divisions. Divided domestic politics tends to constrain trade liberalization
(Milner and Rosendor, 1996, 1997).
After a country has joined a trade agreement, veto players are thought to facilitate
compliance with the agreement. Governments with substantial divisions in authority may
be less responsive to political pressure and industry demands for new trade protection. In
these governments, interest groups will have to persuade many political actors to support
a new policy.

Interest groups often pressure politicians for trade protection that benets

their targeted industry, sector, or region. Sometimes the protection they demand violates
trade agreements. Veto players make it more dicult for a government to reverse existing
trade policies.

Following this logic, trade agreements formed by democratic governments
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are thought to represent more credible commitments about future trade policy (Manseld,
Milner, and Rosendor, 2002). By locking cooperative policies in place, veto players should
improve a government's rst-order compliance.
However, empirical obstacles make it is dicult to test the impact of domestic politics
on rst-order compliance. First, it is dicult to observe when a leader is tempted to violate
international commitments because domestic political pressure is idiosyncratic.

Second,

governments (and researchers) may be uncertain about what constitutes a violation of treaty
terms. WTO disputes often focus on whether particular trade measures are legal or illegal;
the answer is often nonobvious. Third, even if one could perfectly dierentiate compliant
trade policies from violations, not all trade violations are observedonly those which trigger
a dispute.
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Governments impose trade barriers that go uncontested and these violations are

hard to identify. As a result, an empirical analysis of rst-order compliance may generate
biased conclusions about the impact of domestic veto players.
Dispute settlement mechanisms make second-order compliance easier to examine than
rst-order compliance.
violation and resolution.

International legal disputes reveal information about the initial
Although domestic political pressure is idiosyncratic, litigation

publicizes these interests, revealing the domestic factors that lead to the violation. Litigation generates rulings that highlight infractions and explicitly dierentiate legal from illegal
trade measures. And the respondent government that loses a dispute is forced to respond.
Some will adjust their policies and behavior to implement the legal ruling; others will not.
Second-order compliance and deance are both observable.

Finally, by drawing attention

to government behavior and specifying the requirements for implementation, DSMs provide
criteria against which one can evaluate second-order compliance.
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9 Some studies examine governments' choices to impose legal versus illegal protection that provokes a

b

dispute (Bown, 2004 ) but these measurable instances represent a small subset of cases.

10 For example, a dispute between the US and Canada (DS31: CanadaPeriodicals) highlighted political

pressure from Canada's waning publishing industry. The WTO ruled that Canada's magazine tax violated
treaty terms, establishing fault. And the ruling laid out requirements for compliance.
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Just as veto players constrain a government's ability to form and violate trade agreements, they make it more dicult to restore cooperation, after a violation has occurred.
When a government fails to comply with its substantive international commitments, domestic political divisions can lock in the violation. Sometimes, reversing the violation may
require nullifying an old law or passing a new one.

This is common for regulatory trade

protection. Political actors who benet from the trade barrier have incentive to block policy change. Veto players in domestic government create points where policy change can be
obstructed.
ruling.
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For example, some legislators may block legislation that implements a WTO

There will be some instances where policies can be changed by unilateral acts, like

executive orders. But on average, second-order compliance becomes less likely as domestic
veto points increase.
Faced with an adverse ruling from the WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism, leaders
decide whether and when to second-order comply.

This decision is shaped by short-term

economic conditions and long-term institutional constraints.
ogenous shocks have little short-term

Leaders who face acute ex-

incentive to comply with rulings. Leaders who face

more domestic veto points experience greater institutional and partisan political
to complying.

obstacles

Conditional on going to trial and losing the case, a leader who faces more

veto points at home has an incentive to wait for the exogenous shock to pass. Rather than
complying immediately, a leader who faces more veto points, and thus high obstacles to
compliance, is more likely to violate the agreement until the political or economic conditions
change.

Conditional on violating a treaty, domestic political divisions (veto points) should be

associated with less compliance.
Domestic veto players are not the only factor driving second-order (non)compliance. A
country that loses a WTO dispute and does not change its policy before the implementation
deadline may be subject to enforcement.

To isolate the impact of domestic veto players,

11 In the magazine dispute, partisan ghting between Canada's Tory and Liberal parties and between the
upper and lower houses of Parliament obstructed compliance with the WTO ruling.
Angers Senate; Tories Say Liberals Trying to Shove Legislation Through,
Canada), June 1, 1999.
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See: Magazine Bill

The Hamilton Spectator (Ontario,

one must control for international pressure which can improve the prospects for compliance.
Litigation publicizes the initial violation, raising awareness among other countries. Other
countries can reduce the respondent's benets from noncompliance by denying future opportunities for cooperation or imposing retaliatory trade measures that increase the respondent's
costs from noncompliance.

3.3

Illustrations

Two examples illustrate ways in which domestic political divisionsboth institutional and
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partisancan hinder compliance.

In the rst case, the respondent government had few

divisions and complied quickly. In the second, the respondent had many divisions and deed
the WTO ruling for years before eventually capitulating.
In the rst case, the European Union sued South Korea over its liquor tax system (DS 75:
Korea - Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, 1997). European whiskey sales to Korea had fallen
sharply and EU ocials argued this was because the Korean government violated its WTO
obligations by levying a 130% tax on alcohol imports but not on the local product, soju.
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The WTO determined that the tax constituted a trade barrier and ordered Korea to revise
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its system.

The Korean government was under political pressure to defy the WTO. As

one newspaper reported, at stake besides soju itself are votes....soju is the drink of choice
for South Korea's poor, a group the government is wooing before next April's parliamentary
elections.
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But at that time, Korea had relatively few veto points. The ruling NCNP had

created a parliamentary majority by incorporating as many opposition legislators from the
GNP as possible. So by 1999, the ruling coalition held a majority in the National Assembly
which facilitated the passage of economic reform bills (Kim 2000, p.176). With a unicameral
legislature, only modest partisan divisions, and thus few veto points, Korea successfully

12 The Japanese and Korean domestic political circumstances I describe are also mentioned in Manseld and
Milner (2012), who show that veto players impact a country's ability to form preferential trade agreements.

13 Commission Calls for WTO Talks on South Korean Alcohol Tax,

The Herald

European Report, April 2, 1997.

14 Tax ruling boosts whiskey hopes,"
, Glasgow Scotland, January 19, 1999.
15 S. Korea's most popular drink under re: Government must raise excise tax on soju and cut import
taris on whiskey

The Vancouver Sun, British Columbia, October 23, 1999.
13

revised its tax law.
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Korea had minor domestic obstacles and complied with the adverse

ruling.
In the second case, the EU sued Japan on similar grounds (DS 8: Japan - Taxes on Alco-
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holic Beverages, 1995). Reviving an unresolved dispute under the GATT,

the EU argued

the Japanese tax system was discriminatory because it levied a substantially higher tax on
foreign products than the local alcohol, shochu. The WTO ruled against Japan, ordering it
to reform. At the time, Japan had many veto points. By the mid 1990's the 38-year period
of dominance by the Liberal Democratic Party had ended, leading to rampant party realignment and a massive overhaul of the Japanese party system (Pempel 1997, p.333). In
1994, a new electoral system for the lower House of Representatives was introduced, further
increasing uncertainty, fragmentation of political power, and sensitivity to local politics with
its diverse preferences.

With these substantial domestic obstacles, Japan did not comply.

Industry leaders in the EU attacked the Japanese government for dragging its feet on the
implementation of [the] WTO ruling...over as long a period as they think they can get away
with.
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Despite a compliance deadline of February 1998, Japan decided to gradually in-

crease the tax on shochu...[through] October 2001.

19

With a bicameral legislature, divided

20

domestic politics, and thus many veto points, Japan deed the WTO ruling for many years.

16 EU, S. Korea Becoming Closer, More Interdependent,

The Korea Herald,

October 16, 2000.

The

Ministry of Finance and Economy initially suggested an amended liquor law with 100% tax hikes on both
domestic soju and imported spirits but due to political pressure, lowered that proposal before bringing it to
the National Assembly for a vote. There is evidence of partisan controversy within the legislature, although
the major parties agreed that some reform was necessary.

The Grand National Party wanted to set the

tax rate at 50-60% whereas the National Congress for New Politics members supported 70-80%.

There

was disagreement even within the NCNP as they faced legislative elections in April 2000. The legislators
were under pressure from the constituents and the soju industry, which openly criticized the government
forattempting to raise the price of the drink of the common people (Maeil Business Newspaper 1999).
The ruling coalition reached a consensus and the Korean National Assembly passed two acts to apply the
same rate of 72% to both whiskey and domestic soju (Liquor Tax Act, No. 6055 and partial amendment of
Education Tax Act, No. 6050, both Dec. 28, 1999).

17 Japan - Customs Duties, Taxes, and Labeling Practices on Imported Wines and Alcoholic Beverages,

GATT Report of the Panel, November 10, 1987 (L/6216).

18 Japan fails to remove whiskey tax,

The Scotsman, Scotland, November 23, 1996.
The Nikkei Weekly

19 WTO Ruling Pushes Shochu Makers to Reinvent Product
, Japan, March 31, 1997.
20 Ultimately, the disputants reached a mutually acceptable solution that included short-term compensation and long-term policy reform. Japan - Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages: Arbitration under Article 21(3),
WTO Document No.

97-0558, February 14, 1997.

This agreement entailed a legislative amendment to

the Liquor Tax Law which was eventually passed by a small margin. Within the House of Councilors, the
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These examples illustrate the variation in outcomes.

When the EU won the lawsuit

against Korea (few veto points), the Korean government complied in a timely manner. Yet
when the EU won the lawsuit against Japan (many veto points) there was a prolonged period
of noncompliance. The dierence between Korea and Japan's veto points is signicant.
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As

domestic government grows more divided through institutional and partisan divisions, the
prospects for compliance wane.

While the examples provide preliminary support for the

theory, a more systematic test requires evaluating

de facto compliance in all WTO disputes

with adverse rulings. I develop a method for measuring compliance using the most objective
metric available: product-level trade ows and demonstrate that conditional on an adverse

22

ruling, domestic divisions obstruct a return to compliance on average.

4

Assessing Compliance with WTO Rulings

4.1

Measurement Strategy

An ideal test of the DSM's eectiveness would compare the outcome with litigation to the
outcome of the same dispute where the DSM did not exist. Because nearly all countries are
members of the WTO, it is impossible to construct such a counterfactual. Yet one can still
examine eectiveness with respect to particular aspects of the institution. Adverse WTO
rulings require a respondent government remove an impermissible trade barrier. If the trade
barrier is removed, imports into the respondent should subsequently increase. The empirical
challenge is to correctly identify such an increase.
LDP, Heisei-kai, Social Democrats, Democrats/New Green Wind parties favored the amendment while the
Communist and New Socialists/Peace Union parties opposed the amendment.

21 Veto points are measured on a scale of

the lawsuits, Korea had
deviation in my sample

0.45 veto
(0.12).

0

to

1

with larger values denoting more divisions. At the time of

points and Japan had

0.60,

a dierence (0.15) that exceeds one standard

22 There may be multiple ways that governments can alter their policies to comply. For example, in the

Korean alcohol dispute, Korea could have complied by lowering the tax on foreign liquor, raising the tax
on local soju, or a combination (actual outcome). Some governments may chose compliance strategies that
activate fewer veto players. These cases should bias my results toward a null nding.
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Absent a randomized experiment, the only way to estimate the causal eect of an adverse
WTO ruling is by comparing trade between disputing countries to an estimated control
that represents what trade would have been without the adverse ruling.

This paper uses

observational data to construct an approximate control in order to estimate the eect of the
adverse ruling on trade and thereby assess compliance.

Although adverse rulings are not

randomly assigned and true treatment eects cannot be obtained, casting the analysis in a
causal inference framework is informative and I refer to the adverse ruling as the  treatment 
and post-ruling trade as the  outcome.
One obstacle is that trade changes for reasons unrelated to the WTO dispute. Disputes
may be prompted by economic trends that cannot be reversed, even when the respondent
government complies. These factors may be confounded with the eects of the WTO dispute.
For example, governments sometimes initiate disputes when their exports for a product are
declining, even though the decline is partly driven by forces exogenous to the respondent's
trade barrier. My technique mitigates this problem by estimating a control from trade ows
following a parallel trend.
Figure 1 illustrates two hypothetical scenarios for WTO disputes.

In both, trade is

decreasing over time and a WTO dispute yields an adverse ruling (treatment).

Observed

trade (outcome for the treated unit) continues to decrease after the ruling (post-treatment
period). Did the respondent government comply?

[Figure 1 here.]

This depends on what trade
no adverse ruling.

would have been after the WTO dispute, if there were

When trade for the treated unit exceeds trade for the control unit, as

measured by a positive average yearly deviation after the treatment, I infer the respondent
complied (Figure 1(a)). Conversely, when trade for the treated unit does not exceed trade
for the control unit, I expect the respondent did not comply. Because trade data are noisy, I
aim to avoid false negatives and infer noncompliance only when I detect a negative average
yearly deviation, (Figure 1(b)).
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Measuring

de facto compliance with trade ows prioritizes economic outcomes. Like any

metric, it is imperfect: governments sometimes settle WTO disputes through compensation
in lieu of prompt implementation,
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and these cases will not count as compliance per my

methodology. But since the central goal of the WTO is to liberalize trade, my trade-based
measure best reects this goal.

4.2

Product-Level Trade Flows

I examine the 125 WTO disputes that (1) received an adverse ruling between 1995 and 2011
and (2) concerned import restrictions.

24

The sample consists of all disputes with a panel

ruling that favored the complainant on at least one legal claim. I exclude disputes where
the ruling was completely overturned on appeal. I include only disputes about import restrictions like taris, countervailing duties, anti-dumping measures, safeguards, quantitative
restrictions, discriminatory tax schemes, or other barriers to trade.
WTO disputes cite specic products and services. I collect annual bilateral trade data for
these, aggregating when multiple products are cited in a given dispute. Only the trade ows

25

for disputed products and services enter the analysis.

Data are from the UN Commodity

Trade Statistics Database, the UN Service Trade Statistics Database, and the European
Commission's Eurostat database on international trade.

26

The unit of analysis is the directed dyad-year. For each dispute, I use the complainant's
annual exports of that disputed product to the respondent.

The counterfactual control

unit, uses the complainant's annual exports of the disputed product to other countries not
engaged in the dispute. I use up to fteen other countries to estimate a synthetic control
unit.

23 Dispute Settlement Understanding Article 22.1
24 The data and technical appendix will be available upon publication on the author's website.
25 Wherever possible, the six-digit level of Harmonized System codes are used. If disputes cite products at
the four- or two-digit level or have insucient coverage, I use the highest level of precision available.

26 For the EU, I use aggregate trade with membership updated by year.
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Trade is measured as the export share, the complainant's annual exports of disputed
products to the respondent or other country, divided by its total annual exports of the
products to the world.

The value of exports varies widely from one dispute to the next:

some concern products with a large value (e.g. gasoline) while others with a small value (e.g.
preserved peaches). The export share improves comparability across disputes and controls
for price uctuations and variation over time in the complainant's export volumes. A large
export share means the respondent's market was very important to the complainant.

27

For

each dispute and in each year t, the complainant exports disputed products to the respondent
and to other countries. Let
other countries. Country

j 's

Export Sharejt

j =1

denote the respondent and let

export share of the products in year

=

t

j = 2, 3, ...J

denote the

is:

Complainant's Exports of Product to Country
Complainant's Exports of Product to Worldt

jt

.

Because export shares are compositional data, I adopt a common practice of converting to
log ratios (Tomz, Tucker, and Wittenberg, 2002). In each dispute, I divide by the

ex ante

largest trade partner among control countries. The transformed unit of analysis is:


yjt = log
where

j=2

Export Sharejt



Export Share2t

denotes the control country (in

,

for

j ∈ {1, 2, 3...J}

j = 2, 3, ...J )

with the largest export share.

The transformation factors out the proportional component and isolates the independent
variation among the units. It mitigates bias from trade diversion, the increase (reduction) in
trade some countries may experience when another country imposes (removes) trade barriers.
Countries other than the disputants often enter WTO disputes as third parties, but this
is not a serious source of bias in my measurements. Like the complainant, third parties are
typically concerned with their exports to the respondent (Bown, 2005). When the respondent
complies, third parties should benet in the same way as the complainant does: their exports

27 Standardizing relative to the respondent's imports may generate biased results because in many WTO
disputes, the respondent imposes trade a barrier against all imports, regardless of the country of origin.
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to the respondent increase.
exports to other countries;

28

Because I estimate the counterfactual from the complainant's

not other countries' exports to the respondent, I do not use trade

ows that directly concern third parties.

4.3

29

Synthetic Control Method to Measure Compliance

I use the synthetic control method to estimate the counterfactual (synthetic control unit)
and infer the approximate causal eect of an adverse WTO ruling (Abadie and Gardeazabal,
2003; Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller, 2010).

30

When the units of analysis are a few

aggregate entities like countries, a combination of comparison units often does a better job
reproducing the characteristics of the unit of interest than any single comparison unit alone
(Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller, 2014). The control unit in the synthetic control method
(SCM) is constructed from a weighted average of all potential comparison units. I use the

synth

package in

R

(Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller, 2011).

For every dispute, I use a sample of countries observed over multiple years.
spondent country subject to an adverse ruling is the treated unit.

The re-

Other countries form

the donor pool, the potential comparison units used to approximate the counterfactual.
The donor pool consists of countries (1) whose markets are similarly important to the complainant as measured by the export share (2) have adequate data and (3) are not engaged
in similar WTO disputes. I ensure that several countries from the respondent's geographical
region are included. Each WTO ruling has an implementation deadline which I use to split
the sample into a pre-treatment period and a post-treatment period, lasting ve years
after the deadline.
The synthetic control is created with a two-part optimization process. First, each country
in the donor pool receives a country-weight that reects the similarity to the respondent.

28 Complainant governments are most likely to le WTO complaints when their expected benets exceed
the signicant legal costs.

This implies that complainants tend to be the primary beneciaries of WTO

lawsuits; else a dierent country would have sued.

29 See Appendix A.
30 See Appendix A.
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This optimizes the similarity between the respondent and the weighted average of the other
countries on a number of covariates in the pre-treatment period (i.e. before the deadline).
Second, each covariate receives a covariate-weight that minimizes the discrepancy in the
pre-treatment period between the respondent's trade and the synthetic control, using the
country-weights from the rst optimization step. Covariates that are important predictors
of the respondent's trade receive more weight. The optimal solution entails a set of countryweights and a set of covariate-weights.
The covariates are gross domestic product (GDP), GDP per capita, annual GDP growth,
value added in agriculture, industry, manufacturing, and services, trade dependence, and

31

the unemployment rate (WorldBank, 2013).

In robustness checks, I include democracy

measured by Polity IV (Marshall and Jaggers, 2012).
The goal is to create an estimated counterfactuala synthetic controlfrom a weighted
average of countries in the donor pool. The counterfactual is accurate when the export share
for the synthetic control matches the respondent's export share in the pre-treatment period.
Trade for the synthetic control is then projected into the following ve years. This projection
approximates the counterfactualtrade the respondent would have had in the absence of
the WTO ruling. Using a dierence-in-dierence approach, I then compare the respondent's
actual trade to the expected (synthetic control) trade.
I generate a compliance score

S,

32

the average yearly dierence between the respondent's

actual and expected trade in the post-treatment minus the average yearly dierence in the
pre-treatment period. A positive score indicates the respondent's actual trade after the implementation deadline was higher than expected and I infer the respondent complied. Otherwise, I infer noncompliance. I calculate a compliance score for each of the 125 WTO disputes
and compute the standard deviation of these yearly measurements in the pre-treatment period

d,

to capture the stability of the estimator.

31 Covariates for the EU are average across all member countries, with membership updated by year.
32 If the respondent and synthetic control trade follow parallel trendsare subjected to all the same
systematic factors and shocks save the WTO rulingthis approach identies the average treatment eect
on the treated.
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Compliance scores
with a mean of

S

−0.006.

are approximately normally distributed between

On the upper bound, a compliance score of

−0.22

and

0.24

0.24 indicates the ruling

helped the complainant recover nearly one-quarter of its export market in the disputed
product. For the average dispute, this export share translates into roughly
recovered trade.

$80

million in

Nevertheless, the sample mean indicates that when WTO disputes are

considered on average, the eect of adverse rulings on trade may be negligible.
The examples in Section 3.3 also illustrate my coding method. Figure 2 displays trade
patterns for these WTO disputes.
alcohol tax and won the lawsuit.

In the rst case, the EU sued South Korea over its
The trends in European alcohol exports indicate that

Korea complied. Figure 2(a) shows European exports to Korea rose relative to the synthetic
control after the implementation deadline.

SCM yields a positive, signicant compliance

score.

[Figure 2 here.]

In the second case, the EU sued Japan over a similar alcohol tax and won the lawsuit. It
took many years for Japan to reform its tax system, long after the WTO's deadline for
implementation had passed.

Figure 2(b) demonstrates Japan did not comply: European

alcohol exports to Japan continued to fall, relative to the synthetic control. SCM yields a
negative, signicant compliance score.

4.4

Methodological Advantages

The synthetic control method has several advantages over standard matching or regression approaches. First, and unlike matching, SCM creates a counterfactual based on pretreatment trends in the outcome of interest.

This mitigates the problem of time-varying

confounders. As Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010) explain, SCM extends the traditional linear panel data (dierence-in-dierences) framework, allowing that the eects of
unobserved variables on the outcome vary with time (494). Many exogenous factors aect
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multiple countries in similar waysfor example, a worsening drought impacts an entire region over time. Where time-varying, unobserved confounding factors aect the donor pool in
the same way as they do the treated unit, SCM controls for these factors without explicitly
using them as the basis for a match. This reduces the risk that omitted variables, especially
time-variant ones, introduce bias. Choosing a donor pool that is likely subject to the same
systematic factors ensures that such confounders are unlikely to drive my inferences.
Second, SCM creates more similar controls than standard matching techniques can
achieve with a small, heterogeneous set of units. When a sample consists of few aggregate
unitslike countriesmatching can be ineective because treated units cannot be paired to
control units without substantial extrapolation. The matching criteria can heavily inuence
the conclusions drawn (Smith and Todd 2005; Imai and Ratkovic 2014). By contrast, SCM
is appropriate when the units of analysis are a few aggregate and heterogeneous entities like
countries.

33

Third, SCM is transparent and exible.

It is transparent because it makes explicit the

contribution of each comparison unit. It is exible because it allows each WTO dispute to
have a separate covariate weighting that reects the products and industries involved. So
SCM permits a direct analysis of similarities between the case of interest and the synthetic
control. For example, in a dispute over computer chips, Korea's exports to the EU looked
much like Korea's exports to Japan.

34

The covariates for GDP and industry value added

received the most weight. In a dispute over cigarettes, Honduras's exports to the Dominican

35

Republic looked like a combination of Honduras's exports to Canada and to Costa Rica.
Key covariates were agriculture value added and industry value added.

These weightings

comport with reasonable expectations about the sectors at stake in each dispute.

33 Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010) explain, because a synthetic control is a weighted average
of available control units, [SCM] makes explicit: (1) the relative contribution of each control unit to the
counterfactual of interest and (2) the similarities...between the unit aected by the event or intervention of
interest and the synthetic control (494).

34 DS299: Korea v. EU - DRAMs.
35 DS302: Honduras v. Dominican Republic - Cigarettes.
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Finally, SCM provides a safeguard against extrapolation. Traditional regression analysis
can lead to extrapolation outside the support of the data.

By contrast, synthetic control

units are computed as weighted averages (convex combinations) of the control units, here
other countries' trade ows. SCM ensures all estimates are based on interpolation and wellsupported by the data.

5

Analysis and Results

5.1

Dependent Variable - Compliance

Compliance is measured from the compliance score

S,

the dierence between actual and

expected trade in the ve years after the implementation deadline minus the dierence in
years before. While the sign of this quantity is reliable, the magnitude is sensitive to data
availability and therefore noisy. I transform the compliance score
deviation

d,
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according to two alternative coding rules.

Under the rst coding rule,
score

S>0

S , and associated standard

Compliance

A is a binary variable. A positive compliance

denotes compliance, which occurs in

46%

of the cases (58 of

125).

Under the second coding rule, I account for the point estimate and associated uncertainty.

37

The standard deviation

d

reects the variability in the match between the actual

trade ows and the expected trade ows. Small standard deviations indicate the synthetic
control unit precisely ts the observed data in the pre-treatment period and produces a
more reliable compliance score. I code the case as compliance
larger than the standard deviation, noncompliance

(0)

(2)

if the score is positive and

if the score is negative and larger in

magnitude than the standard deviation, and inconclusive

(1) otherwise.

Let

Compliance

B

be an ordinal variable:

36 See Appendix C.
37 Methodologists are still developing a standardized approach for reporting uncertainty associated with
synthetic controls (Xu, 2015).
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Compliance

B

This indicates compliance in
(57 of

5.2

35%



0
=
1


2

of cases (44 of

if
if
if

125)

S ≤ −d
S ∈ (−d, d) ,
S≥d

(1)

and noncompliance in

45.6%

of cases

125).

Explanatory Variables and Controls

The explanatory variable is domestic veto players in the respondent government that arise
from institutional checks and partisan divisions.

I measure this as

Veto Points

using

the Political Constraints Index (Henisz, 2002). It accounts for the number of independent
branches of government, federalism, the extent of partisan alignment across branches of
government, and preference heterogeneity within each legislative body. Partisan alignment
accounts for party composition and left/right preference which change over time.

Points

Veto

range from zero (least constrained) to one (most constrained). This metric is ideal

because it has comprehensive coverage, is widely-accepted among political scientists, and
allows me to draw comparisons between otherwise dissimilar countries Where the European
Union is the respondent, I use the average with membership updated by year.
To control for international pressure I use the number of

Third Party

38

countries using

Horn and Mavroidis (2008) data and WTO records. In my sample, 89 disputes have no third
parties, 24 disputes have between one and three, and the remaining 18 have many third
parties. I also use the

Complainant GDP

in the year the dispute was initiated because

complainants with larger economies have a greater capacity to penalize respondents that
defy a WTO ruling.
Additional controls include the

Respondent GDP

in the year the dispute was initiated.

The GDP data come from the World Bank and are normalized to improve comparability. I

38 Some WTO disputes address EU-wide policies so the average will tend to understate eective obstacles
to compliance.
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account for the extent of the

% Adverse Ruling

, which measures the percentage of legal

claims found in favor of the complainant. If the governments appeal the ruling, I count the
claims that were sustained. I include a dummy variable for the 22 cases where the European
Union is the respondent,

EU Respondent

and lawsuits against

Federal Respondent

governments, since either could pose further obstacles to policy reform.

5.3

Results: Domestic Veto Points Hinder Compliance

5.3.1 Probit Model
Across all model specications, veto points are associated with a lower probability of compliance.

39

Table 1 shows probit regression results with

a negative, statistically signicant coecient.

40

Compliance

A.

Veto points has

The result holds when I include the level

of democracy as a basis for a match in the synthetic control (Model 8).

The signicance

of veto players diminishes due to the high correlation between veto players and democracy,
suggesting some variation is attributable to checks and balances that democratic institutions
provide. Federalism is associated with worse compliance rates, complementing the broader
veto players argument, since federal governments have an additional layer of constraints on
national policy-making. The number of third party countries is positively associated with
compliance, suggesting international pressure matters. The extent of the adverse ruling is
positively and signicantly associated with compliance. It provides a useful proxy for the
magnitude of the treatment. The more adverse, the more likely I am to detect trade patterns
indicating compliance.
The complainant and respondent countries' GDPs are not strongly associated with compliance.

Once governments engage in litigation, their relative economic power is not an

39 See Appendix B for robustness tests with exibility measures, alternative coding methods for compliance,
and groups of related disputes. I considered measures of polarization and checks from the Database of
Political Institutions which yields ambiguous results, suggesting that neither partisan preferences nor formal
checks and balances alone capture pertinent veto points in government.

40 Where measurement errors arise in coding compliance, Table 1 results will likely underestimate the

magnitude of the eect.

Random mis-assignment in the dependent variable will tend to attenuate the

coecient on the explanatory variable (Cox and Snell, 1989).
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informative predictor of compliance. This reinforces WTO advocates' claim that the legal
process has an equalizing impact on the relations among countries, reducing the importance

41

of power politics.

[Table 1 here.]

Figure 3 shows the predicted eect of veto points on compliance. As veto points increase,
the predicted probability of compliance decreases. Estimates use the probit model with all
controls, holding variables at their means.

The rug at the bottom of the plot shows the

distribution of observations. Most disputes involve respondents with a moderate number of
veto points.

[Figure 3 here.]

Several examples are plotted. When Mexico was sued in 2003 over its imposition of antidumping duties, it had few veto points (0.284). Institutional constraints on the executive
were modest. The Partido Acción Nacional (PAN) held the presidency and had pluralities
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in both houses of the legislature.
(≈

Mexico's predicted probability of compliance was high

0.6) and in this instance it did comply.

By contrast, when Brazil was sued in 1996 over its

domestic aircraft program, it had many veto points (0.684). This reects its federal system
with many municipalities and the prevalence of coalition government among multiple political
parties.

43

Brazil's predicted probability of compliance was low (≈

0.2) and it did not comply.

Most of the variation in veto points is across countries, which have many xed institutions.
There are modest variations across time for individual countries, due to partisan shifts. For
example, in 2009 the United States has fewer veto points (0.397) than it did in 2011 (0.414)
when the Republican party gained a majority of seats in the House of Representatives while
the Democratic party maintained control of the Senate and Presidency.

41 The EU does not have signicantly dierent compliance rates.
42 In 2003 the PAN held 38.11% of the seats in the senate and

38.24%

of the seats in the lower house

compared to smaller shares held by the main opposition party.

43 The Brazilian Constitution treats its 5,570 municipalities as parts of the Federation, each with au-

tonomous local government, and not simply dependent subdivisions of its 26 states and Federal District.
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5.3.2 Ordered Probit Model
Domestic divisions are strongly associated with less compliance, even using the alternative
coding rule that accounts for uncertainty. I t an ordered multinomial probit model using
the

Compliance

B variable and display results in Table 2.

[Table 2 here.]

Table 2 reinforces the ndings above. A respondent government with more veto points
is less likely to comply with an adverse WTO ruling. The results also hold when I repeat
the analysis using level of democracy as an additional covariate in the SCM calculations
(column

7).

The magnitude of the coecient on

veto players

diminishes slightly, indi-

cating that somebut certainly not allof the variation in compliance is attributable to
level of democracy.

By accounting for democracy in the measurement of compliance and

federalism in the regression analysis, these results show that the veto players explanation
remains strong. Finally, using the compliance scores directly in the regression (column

8,

OLS) conrms there is a tendency, if statistically insignicant, for countries with more veto
points to comply less.
These predicted eects are large. If an average respondent government were to increase
its domestic veto points from the least to the most, its predicted probability of compliance

decreases by

5.4

0.44.44

Robustness

5.4.1 Reverse Causality
Endogeneity bias might arise if international trade disputes aect domestic politics. Scholars
have shown trade aects domestic political cleavages (Rogowski, 1989) and that international
conditions can force a country to adapt its trade policy process (e.g. US fast track negotiating
authority). This form of reverse causality is not a serious concern. Trade disputes occur over

44 This estimate uses Table 2(6) and conditions on a transition from the ambiguous outcome to compliance.
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a short time-frame: usually less than ve years. Changes in trade policy have a rapid impact
on trade ows. By contrast, domestic veto points, change slowly over time. They reect (1)
the institutional separation of power which may change only a few times during a country's
modern lifespan and (2) partisan divisions which are determined by unrelated and powerful
macro-political issues. WTO disputes are unlikely to aect the respondent's veto points.

5.4.2 Selection Eects from Early Settlement
WTO disputes with adverse rulings are only a subset of the legal cases brought to the
Dispute Settlement Mechanism.

More than half of the disputes are resolved without any

legal verdict because the disputants settle early. This reects the WTO's aim to resolve trade
disputes during consultations, before governments resort to costly litigation and compliance
becomes an issue. Selection into litigation is not random, and potentially correlated with

45

the outcomecomplianceraising the possibility of selection bias.
The direction of potential selection bias is

a priori unclear. On the one hand, disputes

that are especially intractable may be more likely to require a panel ruling and less likely
to result in compliance.

46 , 47

On the other hand, lawsuits against particularly obstinate re-

spondents may be resolved prior to litigation if the complainant, realizing litigation is futile,
capitulates. This type of selection eect is notoriously dicult to overcome using observational data.

48

The outcomes I observe may either understate or overstate the theoretical

compliance rate, had all disputes gone through litigation.
I examine the selection process with a series of Heckman selection models (Heckman,
1979, 1990) in Appendix B. My results are robust in that I do not nd any evidence that

45 Because nearly every WTO ruling is adverse, the important comparison group is the set of disputes that
were settled early, without a legal verdict at all.

46 This expectation is probabilistic because potential complainants are not always well-informed and the

respondent's policy preferences change with exogenous political and economic shocks.

Even respondents

with many veto players have a small chance of complying.

47 In addition, countries may choose whether to violate GATT/WTO rules based on expectations about

a

retaliation (Bown, 2004 ).

48 As strategic actors, governments in an international trade dispute have every incentive to anticipate

their opponent's behavior and adjust their actions.
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contradicts my theory: domestic veto points are still strongly associated with noncompliance.
In these models, the selection stage estimates the eect of covariates on the probability the
WTO issues an adverse ruling and the outcome stage estimates the probability of compliance,
conditional on the adverse ruling.

I use a number of dierent variables for identication.

However, this robustness test is not decisive because the identication is imperfect.

5.4.3 Endogenous Dispute Timing
Governments prefer to initiate trade disputes when conditions are favorable. They may wait
to le their complaints about treaty violations until there are exogenous shocks that lead
to declines in trade. The WTO usually requires the complainant to demonstrate harm to
its domestic industry and declining trade provides such evidence.

If complainants prefer

to le their disputes when there are exogenous declines in trade, dispute initiation may be
endogenous to trade uctuations.
Dispute timing is a potential source of bias.

If complaints are led when there are

negative shocks, once the exogenous shock passes trade should increase, even absent a WTO
ruling. Then I might mistakenly attribute to the WTO an increase in trade that is due to
the unrelated passing shock. In other words, endogenous timing would bias my estimates
toward compliance and thereby overestimate the ecacy of the WTO.
My methodology is robust to dispute timing because the synthetic control unit is constructed from many years of trade patterns for several countries and short-term uctuations
are moderated. Countries experience temporary import surges that pass. When the surge
is viewed over a short time horizon, it might appear as though trade declined.

However,

viewed over a longer time span, it is clear the decline merely restores pre-surge trade levels.

[Figure 4 here.]

For example, Figure 4 shows trade ows in a dispute between Indonesia and Korea

49

.

Korea experienced an import surge around 2002 and imposed a trade barrier that broke

49 DS312: Indonesia v. KoreaPaper
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WTO rules. Indonesian exports to Korea dropped precipitously and Indonesia led a formal
complaint at the WTO. Viewed over the two years leading up to the dispute, it would appear
that Indonesian exports suered a huge loss from Korea's policy because the exogenous shock
magnied the apparent impact of the trade barrier. Yet viewed over a longer time span, it
is clear that Indonesian exports were unusually high before the dispute and Korea's barrier
had only a modest impact. SCM estimates are robust because I account for the longer time
horizon and use data from many countries to construct the control. In Figure 4, the control
unit trade (dashed line) does not increase during the import surge.

I still detect Korea's

noncompliance. This comports with the legal recordcompliance proceedings showed Korea
failed to implement the ruling. Dispute timing does not appear to confound my estimation.

6

Conclusion

While the World Trade Organization's Dispute Settlement Mechanism is central to the multilateral trade regime, relatively little is known about its eect on international cooperation.
This paper evaluates the impact of adverse WTO rulings on trade ows between disputing
countries by applying the method of synthetic case control. In every dispute, I estimate the
causal eect of an adverse WTO ruling by constructing an estimated counterfactual against
which to gauge trade uctuations.

The counterfactual incorporates specic product-level

dyadic trade data for several years leading up to and following the ruling. Each is created
with an optimal combination of economic control variables that reects the products and
issues in that particular case. Increases in actual trade relative to expected trade indicates
the respondent government complied with the ruling.

Using this methodology, I measure

compliance for all 125 WTO disputes with adverse rulings between 1995 and 2011.
When its record is evaluated in the aggregate, it might appear that the WTO has had little
success in restoring trade between disputing countries. However, my results demonstrate that
many disputes actually prompt signicant increases in trade, relative to expected levels.
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Other disputes have no discernible eect. This study advances our collective knowledge on
the impact of WTO rulings by accounting for the substantial heterogeneity in outcomes. My
results show domestic politics explain a respondent government's behavior when it faces an
adverse ruling. Conditional on violating a treaty, the more domestic veto points a government
has, the less likely it is to return to compliance.

This pattern is signicant and persists

even when the respondent faces international pressure to comply. It is robust across model
specications and coding schemes.
My ndings have implications for research on the optimal design of international institutions. Many scholars have highlighted the advantages of exibility mechanisms which
provide a safety valve to countries facing acute domestic pressure to defy their international commitments. Governments are less likely to abandon an institution altogether when
they are permitted temporary transgressions (Rosendor and Milner, 2001; Carrubba, 2005;
Rosendor, 2005; Johns, 2014). The models that link exibility to stability typically treat
states as unitary actors that can violate rules and then easily return to their international
commitments. However, opening the black box of domestic politics reveals that returning
to compliance may not be so simple; multiple veto players can obstruct the process. This
implies a potential hazard of institutional exibility: it only promotes long-term cooperation
when countries return to compliance after the temporary pressure to violate passes. When
veto players lock in treaty violations, exibility mechanisms may fail to restore cooperation
in the long-term, undermining the institution's stability.

Dispute settlement mechanisms

may be particularly vulnerable due to the publicizing nature of litigation which forces the
government into an often-fraught domestic political process. At this point, treaty violations
become dicult to reverse.
Political scientists have long known that divisions in a government can obstruct policy change.

The impact of institutional checks and balances and partisan conictveto

playersalso reaches beyond national borders.

Veto players have been shown to impact

the types of international commitments countries make and keep (Milner and Rosendor,
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1996, 1997; Rickard, 2010; Manseld and Milner, 2012). Institutional checks and partisan
opposition are integral to democracy.

Many studies therefore conclude that democracies,

with their multiple veto players and voter-based audience costs, comply more with international commitments (rst-order compliance).

In addition, democracies are thought to

allow for the creation and growth of interest groups that support international cooperation
(e.g. Finnemore and Sikkink 1998; Dai 2005; Simmons 2009).
That key features of democratic politics sometimes obstruct compliance sits uneasily
with the prevailing view in the international relations literature.

My ndings point to a

more nuanced relationship, suggesting that democratic politics can have cross-cutting eects
on international cooperation. Veto players can actually decrease a government's likelihood
of complying with international legal rulings (second-order compliance). With domestic institutional divisions and partisan opposition blocking policy change, even trade policies that
violate international obligations can be locked into place. Dispute settlement mechanisms
are often unable to compel governments to reverse these violations. Ultimately, international
dispute settlement is only as eective as domestic politics allows.
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Robustness check where compliance is coded using Polity IV as an additional covariate in the synthetic control calculation.

Compliance is coded using the synthetic control method with annual bilateral trade data for disputed products.
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Post-Treatment

Legal Dispute
Treatment

Pre-Treatment

Post-Treatment

the duration of the legal dispute and the vertical line indicates the implementation deadline.

pattern, indicated by a positive average deviation. Panel (b) illustrates a noncompliance trade pattern. The shaded area denotes

Note: Hypothetical scenarios for a dispute where trade is trending down over time. Panel (a) illustrates a compliance trade

Legal Dispute
Treatment

Pre-Treatment

Positive average deviation

Negative average deviation

Figure 1: Hypothetical Compliance and Noncompliance Trade Patterns
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Figure 2: WTO Disputes with Compliance and Noncompliance Trade Patterns
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Figure 3: Predicted Eect of Veto Points on Compliance

Fig.3:

Mexico 2003
US 2009
US 2011
Brazil 1996

Note: Shading denotes

90%

and

95%

condence intervals.

Examples of veto points for

selected country-years are plotted. The rug shows the distribution of observations. Predictions are based on probit model with all controls. Estimates were created with

Zelig

packages in

R.
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Synth and

Figure 4: Robustness to Dispute Timing

Short-term shocks do not
significantly affect
compliance measurement.

Note: The vertical shaded area covers the dispute duration from the request for consultations
to the implementation deadline (vertical line). Synthetic control estimates were created with

Synth

package in

R.
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